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PREFACE 
CENSUS TAKING, IT HAS RECENTLY BEEN explained by the Census Commissioner for India. 

should be regarded primarily as a detached collection and presentation of certain facts in tabular form for tho 
use and consultation of the whole country, and, for that matter, the whole world. Conclusions aro for o1 hf'r!l to 

·draw. 

It is upon this understanding of their purpose that Tables haye been printed in this volume with only 
the barest notes necessary to explain such points as definitions, change of areas, etc. But perhaps tho word 
' barest ' is too bare and requires some covering. 

In the past it. has been customary to preface the Tables with many pages of text, devoted to providing 
some general description of the area concerned and supported by copious Subsidiary Tables and comparisons with 
data collected in other provinces, countries and states. On this occasion there is no prefatory text, no provision 
·of extraneous comparisons, and Subsidiary Tables have virtually been made part of the Tables thomselvoR. 

. · · ·we may agree that the present method of presentation has much to recommend it. ThoRo who seriowdy 
study census statistics at least can be presumed to be able to draw their own deductions : thHy do not noorl a guide 
constantly at their side, and indeed may actually resent his well-intentioned efforts. All that tht~y require are 
t.he bare facts .. Yet such people nvtst. ~ver constit!U;e a very small minority. 

What of the others-the vast majority of the public ? It is hardly to be expected that they can be lured 
to Census Tavern by the offer of such coarse fare. Tit-bits, carefully selected by ct-mpetent caterers and scrvocl 
up with appropriate relish, must appear on the Tayern's menu before they can be expected to grace itR hoard. 

Yet it is a fact that Census Tavern is not the type of business that can long af!:ord to ignore the man 
in the street, and rely exclusively and sufficiently on a small but select clientele of Statisticians, J<:conomillts, Health 
Officers and others of scientific eminence. It is a business which, it has tardily been realized, mm;t cvontually 
face liquidation, or at leastremain condemned to an uneasy struggle to keep solvent, unless the general public 
lends its patronage. 

It is with realization of these facts that it has been decided on this occasion to iRilue, pari pa.~11u with this 
volume, another publication; one designed specially for the general reader, without the incubus of statistical tables, 
and freed of technicalities. A kind of intimation, in fact, to acquaint John Citizen that there has been a nhange 
in management at Cansus Tavern and inviting his future patronage. " 

A word to those who would dispense with a guide. Do yo'} know Rajputana intimately ? For, if you 
do not, then take warning that it has a somewhat unusual background, and that the path to its understanding 
often lies hidden deep in sarid. So perchance you, too, may find somet.hing of value, something even to learn in 
this latter publication, which oth<'rwise you might have been tempted to reject as far too elementary for your 
~~~ . 

JAIPUR, 15th August, 1941. 

A. W. T. WEBB, 

Superintendent-in-Charge, 
Census OpemtiOM in Rajputana and Ajmer-Merwara. 
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